Supporting the Project

• Create Bro packages
  • http://bro-package-manager.readthedocs.io/
  • pip install bro-pkg

• Help on mailing lists
  • bro@bro.org
  • Bro-dev@bro.org

• Documentation

• BroCon hosting

• Fund the project
  • https://www.bro.org/donate/sponsorship.html
A big announcement…

The ??? Project
Process to change the project name

• Crowdsourc ideas from the community (2 months)
• Leadership Team narrows down to 5 (1 month)
• Gather input on finalists (1 month)
• Announce new name for the next major release
Welcome our keynote speaker

- Michael Bailey
  - Associate Professor
  - Electrical & Computer Engineering
  - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign